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n       Gold prices edged up on a steady U.S dollar today, but expectations for further
interest rate hikes in the United States supported the greenback and limited
interest in the  metal.

n  Spot gold was up 0.2 percent at $1,208.06 an ounce. U.S gold futures  were
little changed at $1217.10 an ounce. Asian stocks were largely steady today,
with worries over the U.S-China trade conflict offsetting support from earnings-
led gains on Wall Street.

n      Today the pound held near an 11-month low against the dollar reached
overnight on worries of a "hard" Brexit for Britain, while simmering U.S-China
trade tensions helped support the greenback.

n      The dollar index, which measures the greenback against a basket of six
major currencies, was unchanged at 95.348. Chinese state media yesterday
criticised U.S President Donald Trump's trade policies in an unusually personal
attack, and sought to reassure investors anxious about China's economy as
growth concerns battered its financial markets.

n China's exports are expected to have maintained solid growth in July despite
new tariffs on billions of dollars of shipments to the United States, though the
outlook has darkened as both sides raised the stakes in a trade conflict that
has rattled financial markets.

n The Trump administration will aggressively enforce economic sanctions that
it is re-imposing on Iran this week and expects the measures to have a
significant impact on the Iranian economy.

n The European Central Bank continued to skew its government bond purchases
towards the longer end of the yield curve last month, broadly maintaining the
average remaining maturity of its massive debt pile, data showed yesterday.

Gold markets continue to be very negative overall, as

it had dropped towards the $1205 level. There is even

more support underneath at the $1200 level, and this

is an area where it makes sense that it could bounce

from. Economists think longer-term �buy-and-hold�

investors will be looking at this level as a potential

entry point. The market continues to be very noisy,

but keep in mind that the US dollar has an inverse

relationship to gold. It has been strengthening over

the last several days, and with the British pound fall

in the way it has this has only offered more in the way

of pressure on gold as the greenback reigns. This

market continues to be very dangerous, but this could

be where it turn things around. Otherwise, if it break

down below here it�s likely that it go looking towards

the $1140 level, and then eventually the $1000 level

underneath which is even more supportive.
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n Gold prices rose today, propped up by buying

after a recent price slump

n A strong dollar and expectations of further interest
rate hikes in the United States limited interest in
the precious metal

n Gold prices have declined nearly 12 percent since

mid-April, pressured by a stronger U.S dollar

n The U.S Federal Reserve is widely expected to

raise benchmark lending rates

n Higher U.S rates tend to boost the dollar, making
greenback-denominated gold more expensive for
holders of other currencies
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n     Oil prices rose today with re-introduced U.S sanctions against major crude
exporter Iran expected to tighten global supply. Spot Brent crude oil futures
were $74.17 per barrel, up 42 cents, or 0.6 percent, from their last close.

n      U.S West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude futures were up 30 cents, or 0.4

percent, at $69.31 barrel. U.S sanctions against Iran, which shipped out almost

3 million barrels per day (bpd) of crude in July.

n The re-imposition of U.S sanctions on Iran remains the key (price) driver in the
near-term. Supply losses could range from 600,000 to 1.5 million bpd. The oil
market should remain tight, despite OPEC increasing oil production to offset
losses elsewhere.

n Many countries, including U.S allies in Europe as well as China and India,
oppose the sanctions but the U.S government said it wants as many countries
as possible to stop buying Iranian oil. OPEC is slated to release its official
monthly oil market report for July on Aug 13.

n It is policy to get as many countries to zero as quickly as possible. While it is
going to work with individual countries on a case-by-case basis, but the goal
is to reduce the amount of revenue and hard currency going into Iran.

n The main oil market price drivers of recent months have been output levels by
top producers Russia, Saudi Arabia and the United States, renewed Iran
sanctions, the U.S-China trade dispute, and unplanned supply disruptions.

n Meanwhile, U.S energy companies last week cut oil rigs for a second time in

the past three weeks as the rate of growth has slowed over the past couple

of months.

The WTI Crude Oil market initially surged higher during

the trading session yesterday, especially in early

morning electronic trading, as it reached as high as

$69.60. However, it had pulled back from there to test

the $69 level and found it to be very supportive. This

could be the continuation of the surge higher, but it

also see a massive amount of resistance near the $70

level. Because of that, it would be very cautious for

anything more than a scout to the upside. There is

plenty of resistance near the $70 level that extends to

the $71 level, so it might get a nice shorting opportunity.

However, if it break above $71, this is a longer-term

move to the $74 level just waiting to happen. Brent

markets initially trying to rally during the day as well

but found the $74 level to be a bit resistive, and if it

look back at the beginning of the month, there was a

small gapped lower at that area.

n Oil futures gained yesterday after OPEC sources

said Saudi crude production unexpectedly fell in

July

n A global heat wave could also affect the crude oil

demand

n Prices had dropped recently assuming that Saudi

was going to continue to produce

n The Saudi and Russian production surges appear

to be more limited

n The United States also plans to re-introduce

sanctions on Iranian oil in November, which could

dent the OPEC member�s output
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n       Silver futures tilted higher in Asian trade as the dollar index traded flat ahead
of labor data from the US later toda. Silver prices marked up 0.4 percent to
$15.32 an ounce.

n Metal prices were kept on the back foot yesterday, as a rising dollar and
lingering U.S trade-war concerns weighed on sentiment. Silver futures due in
September rose 0.08% to $15.36 an ounce, while the dollar index barely slipped
0.03% against a basket of major currencies to 95.33.

n Sentiment is very negative on metals. Silver may be showing some evidence
of turning a corner after it was pummeled with gold. Trading in commodities
have come amid a focus on global trade tensions, which have helped to buoy
the dollar and pressure silver lower.

n The price of the metal remains under a bear hug that has yet to run its course.
However, increasing debt levels in the U.S could offer the metal some respite
but didn�t specify a time.

n Now markets await a survey that track job openings in the US, expected to
have increased to 6.74 million in June from 6.64 million ion May. The economy
added 157 thousand jobs last month, down from 248 thousand in June, and
missing estimates of 191K.

n     Last Friday saw the release of the US payrolls report, which showed the
unemployment rate fell to 3.9% as expected from 4.0% in June, while average
hourly earnings rose 0.3% as expected, up from 0.1% in June.

n The wider metal markets traded mix. As trade tensions between the U.S and
China increase, investors appear to betting a strong U.S economy would be
able to weather the trade-war storm better than its rivals, raising demand for
the dollar, pressuring silver prices.

Silver markets pulled back a bit during the trading

session yesterday, dropping $0.20 initially, but then

found a bit of support near the $15.28 level. There

was a significant rally from just under this level a

couple of days ago, so it makes sense that value

hunters could be coming back. However, silver is

a very choppy and difficult market to trade at times,

and it�s very expensive in the futures market.

Because of this, it need to find a way to play the

silver market for value but with a low amount of

leverage. Overall, it is bullish longer-term, but  also

recognize that the US dollar needs to calm down

before silver could make some type of bullish move

to the upside. In the meantime, it would expect a

lot of choppiness, but it also think that there�s more

risk to the upside than down at these levels.

n Silver prices were moderately lower in lackluster
early-afternoon U.S trading yesterday

n Rising tensions between the U.S and Iran could

be the next geopolitical flashpoint in the world

marketplace, which could boost safe-haven silver

n The U.S dollar index is higher today and is very
close to its 12-month high scored a few weeks

ago

n September Comex silver was last down $0.112
at $15.35 an ounce

n Silver futures were lower 0.76% to $15.35 a troy

ounce
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